
 

 

PRIVACY POLICY 

Data collection 

We hope you enjoy the ease and convenience of our website, and your internet security is 

really important to us. If you have any questions about our Privacy Policy, please 

email sales@lacuisinedemanou.ae. 

This website is owned and operated by La Cuisine de Manou company, and we recognize 

the importance of maintaining the privacy of our customers ("Customers") and other 

website users (collectively "Users"), and we have posted this privacy policy ("Policy") to 

describe our practices regarding the collection and use of information gathered through 

the website.  

 

We collect your information at the point you decide to interact with us. This could include 
signing up for our email newsletter, over the telephone, or in person when you sign up in 
our website to be contacted by or sales team or to receive information from La Cuisine de 
Manou.  

We are committed to only collecting information about you that is necessary to carry out 

our business, provide the food or services you’ve requested and to keep you up to date 

about all the latest news from La Cuisine de Manou. We collect the following information 

about you: name, address, phone number, email address, as well as the names, addresses 

and phone numbers of gift recipients (if any). We use your name, address, phone number 

to process your order. It’s your choice if you want to give us your personal information. 

However, if you decide not to, you may not receive the latest news from La Cuisine de 

Manou. 

We also collect the names, addresses, and phone numbers of those persons whom you add 

to your personal address book as a customer. We use the information you supply for the 

purpose of providing the services you have requested. 

When you visit Lacuisinedemanou.ae, the web server may automatically record your public 

internet protocol (IP) address used to connect your computer to the Internet. 



You will also receive marketing messages from us if you have requested information from 

us or ordered menus or catering services from us and, in each case, you have not opted out 

of receiving that marketing. We may also market to you if we have received your express 

consent to do so including where we have collected your details you have agreed to receive 

marketing from us. You can stop receiving marketing messages from us at any time by 

using the unsubscribe function in the email. Once you do this, we will update profile to 

ensure that you don’t receive further marketing messages. Note that stopping marketing 

messages will not prevent us from sending you order confirmations; so you will still receive 

order updates and delivery information. 

 

Sharing information 

Except as expressly set out in this Policy we will not sell, personal information to third 

parties, we will not sell any of your personal data to a third party unless we have your 

permission or are required by law to do so. 

 

Data security 

We are committed to keeping your information safe and we take your online security 

seriously. We have put in place appropriate security measures to prevent your personal data 

from being accidentally lost, used or accessed in an unauthorised way, altered or disclosed.  

Unfortunately, the transmission of information via the Internet is not completely secure. 

Although we will do our best to protect your personal data, we cannot guarantee the 

security of your personal information transmitted to us or provided though the website and 

any transmission is at your own risk. 

If you have questions, please contact us: sales@lacuisinedemanou.ae / +971 (0) 56 732 2519 
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